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1.	As group CFO, how do you align the interest of varied
business lines to the overall group strategy to ensure
continued growth?
	
A s the group CFO of a financial conglomerate, it is
extremely important to be agile while formulating
the group’s growth strategy, planning how to raise
and allocate capital, investing in building businesses,
etc. At JM Financial, in my career spanning about two
decades now, I have witnessed transitions in the way
new businesses take shape, go through tough times, and
strategise the acquisition and sale of entities. We keep
evaluating the possibility of best utilisation of capital
and talent by way of internal restructuring of teams and
businesses. The strategy has worked well for us.
	The debate on growth versus profitability is a never
ending one. Should we invest in businesses with a
long gestation period or should we focus on profitable
businesses? We, at JM Financial, take a calibrated
approach to balance growth and profitability. As we
speak, we are investing in business verticals, such as
home loan, school financing, and real estate broking.
These are key elements of our long-term strategy to
diversify our reach to the ever-growing mass affluent
retail segment.
2.	In the current volatile environment, what in your
view as a CFO, are some of the key measures that you
should take to manage your business risks?
	The financial services industry is subject to a continuously
evolving legislative and regulatory environment due to
factors such as increasing globalisation, digitisation, and

integration of world markets, emergence of innovative
and complex products and transactions, and an
increasingly stringent regulatory framework.
	Risk is an integral part of the business and almost every
business decision requires management to balance
risk and reward. Inability to manage these risks may
cause permanent damage to businesses. As a result,
today’s operating environment demands a rigorous
and integrated approach to risk management. The risk
is managed through a risk management framework,
and policies and processes approved by the board of
directors.
	Our robust risk management architecture encompasses
the independent identification, measurement, and
management of risk across various businesses of our
group. In addition, effective systems, processes, and
a review mechanism are in place to actively monitor,
manage, and mitigate risks. One of the important risks
is reputation risk. Conducting adequate due diligence
while carrying business, and training and mentoring the
team has become a way of life for us. It helps us keep
risk under check. The next big risk is what I call as asset
side risk (credit and collateral risk). Adherence to nondeviated policies and processes can address or reduce
this risk to a large extent. Last but not the least, a risk
that the industry is currently facing is the liability side risk
(liquidity risk). Looking for an alternate source of funding,
reaching out to a variety of lenders, and implementing
transparent communication and disclosures immensely
help in addressing this risk.

3.	Long-term borrowings as a percentage of total
borrowings have increased significantly over the
years. How do you manage the asset-liability profile?

4.	Regulations have been constantly changing. As a CFO,
how do you balance demand on robust compliance
requirements vs growth in your business?

	As I see, the current liquidity scenario is more of a
confidence crisis than a liquidity crisis. To cite an example,
without oxygen (read liquidity), almost all Non-banking
Financial Company (NBFCs) have survived for almost a
quarter now. I think they have managed well, of course
at the cost of growth but that is how it is. We have to be
cognisant about the asset profile when we talk about
managing liabilities. For some infra-NBFCs, funding
ultra-long term asset with short-term liability could be a
recipe for disaster. Similarly for NBFCs with short-term,
high-quality liquid assets (HQLA), long-term funds may
not be a viable business proposition. There are various
categories of NBFCs—Infra NBFCs, HFCs (Housing
Finance Companies), ARCs (Asset Reconstruction
Companies), lending NBFCs (e.g., focussed capital market
lending, CV (Commercial Vehicles) financing NBFCs, and
consumer financing NBFCs), etc. Each category of NBFCs
has its own industry-specific asset maturity profile. It is
extremely important that one should look at liability in
the context of the asset maturity profile. You cannot paint
all NBFCs with the same brush and conclude that they
are borrowing short. Hence, they are not able to manage
ALM (Asset liability management) well.

	Changes are inevitable and I believe, such changes are
always good in the long term. There could be some
short-term pain but corporates tend to absorb it and
move on. Of late, we have seen a plethora of changes
across regulatory frameworks. In fact, some of these
transitions are akin to defining everything from scratch,
be it New Companies Act, GST, or IndAS. They usually
pose a host of challenges. Internal challenges include
modifying systems, software, and processes; acquiring
the right talent; and training and upgrading their skills.
The external challenges include explaining changes to
investors, regulators, auditors, tax officers, and lenders.
I think hiring and retaining right talent and offering them
continuous training enormously help in overcoming such
challenges. As I said, these changes augur well in the long
term. For example, once your lenders understand the
impact of IndAS and its role in bringing transparency,
they will realise that it may be easier for them to track
results and get comfort on their lending. This is also true
for equity investors and other stakeholders.
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	At JM Financial, it is our objective to diversify our
liabilities, not only in well-balanced short-term and longterm tenures but also in terms of the profile of our debt
capital providers. These providers range from banks, FIs
(Financial Institutions), mutual funds, pension funds, high
net worth individuals, and public (being the latest) via
bond issue.

5.	India is undergoing significant digital transformation
and disruption. What are the top three disruptive
trends that you are witnessing and how do you
believe they will specifically affect your business?
 igital transformation and disruption is integral for
D
the financial services industry. To date, a financial
conglomerate used to serve its clients’ needs under one
umbrella. However, clients have become increasingly
tech-savvy and most of them negotiate for a better

service or a better price for similar service. For a
financial conglomerate like us, we always keep our
clients interest at the centre. One of the seven core
values of our group is “Client Focus”. We keep evaluating
and adopting the digital transformation for delivering
better service to our clients in a cost-efficient manner.
	As I see, technology disruption is on its way. Major
disruptive trends in financial services are happening
in the niche subsectors, such as (i) investments, (ii)
financing, and (iii) block chain.
i.

On investments, understanding client needs and
the dynamic allocation of its investible surplus
based on machine learning and AI-based algorithm
will become the new normal.

ii.

On financing, both the borrower and the lender
will witness a digital disruption. For borrowers, it
will be an instant and transparent access to the
cheapest capital provider through P2P lending
platform or in the form of a lead sent digitally by a
lead aggregator to the best suited lender. On the

other hand, for lenders, faster and reliable access to
a borrower’s credit history and credit risk appraisal
powered by AI and machine learning (to analyse
surrogate information of customers and predict
their behaviour) will lead to the right pricing of
lending risk.
iii. On block chain, I see this is as one of the most
disruptive digitisation trends as it offers speedy,
cost-effective, and most secured way of managing
a given process. It mainly eliminates the need for
an intermediary. For example, in case of a supply
chain financing, the invoice discounted becomes a
transaction on the “block”. Once a lender approves
the invoice on a block chain network, no other
lender will be able to discount the same invoice
again, helping in the prevention of fraud.
I think there is no escape from digitisation and disruptions.
We are progressing rapidly on the back of strong demand
from clients, with regulators catching up and financial
institutions cashing in.

Expert views
Technology, Media and Telecommunications – India
Predictions 2019
Voice assistants: Breaking the sound barrier
The year 2019 is expected to be the inflection point for
conversational artificial intelligence (AI) in India, with voice
assistants witnessing wider adoption beyond smart speakers.
Information access and entertainment are likely to be the
key applications, driving the use of voice assistants in the
next two-to-three years. The market holds the potential for
“conversational commerce” in the mid-to-long term as voice
interfaces become ubiquitous and their usage becomes
common. While India’s first phase of digital explosion was
driven by smartphones and mobile internet penetration, its
next growth phase is expected to be led by mobile-first and
voice-first services, driven by localised content.
India is known to leapfrog technology adoption cycles, and the
market has always favoured cost-effective innovative solutions
customised to address local problems. The technology
industry in India is in an exciting phase at present, unlike
any other country at any other point in time. For more than
two decades, India’s technology services industry was at the
forefront of driving the technology-enabled transformation
of businesses across the world. As new age technologies,
such as digital, analytics, AI, robotics, and industry 4.0, disrupt
industry value chains, the Indian industry is again at the
forefront of driving this change in the global market. While
in the past the industry was largely driven by exports, it is
currently witnessing a strong and increasing demand for
mobile-first digital services in India. The demand is driven
by a combination of factors such as increasing smartphone
adoption, improvements in connectivity and communication
infrastructure, and the consumer internet revolution (which
significantly increased the consumption of digital services).
These initiatives strive to improve the quality of life for a vast
majority of the population.
At this juncture, India has a unique advantage of a large
domestic market, a strong talent pool, and policy support
to realise the strategic benefits of technology at a significant
scale. This has led to a thriving market for mobile-first digital
services. As digital services proliferate, voice is likely to
become a natural extension of existing interfaces to accelerate
digital consumption and bring next billion users to the digital
fold. This also provides an interesting opportunity for start-

ups to provide localised, mobile-first solutions in regional
languages, enabled by such voice technology platforms. In
addition to businesses, the public sector can use the product
and talent ecosystem in the country and adopt voice AI
for public administration. This will improve the efficiency,
effectiveness, and quality of experience in delivering citizen
services.
Technology: Aiding democratisation of investments and
wealth management
The shift in consumer preference towards digital channels
for investments and wealth management is unmistakable.
While digital investing may increase at varying rates for
different asset classes, the facility of immediate service,
better discovery of products, and innovations in providing
improved customer experience is likely to cause customers to
increasingly gravitate towards these new-age platforms.
Of every rupee invested in mutual funds and FDs by the end
of the next year, at least 21 paise is likely to be invested using
a digital channel. Further, for every 100 demat accounts
invested in equities, over 21 are expected to invest using
digital (self-care) front-end applications. The share of digital
channels is likely to keep increasing significantly even beyond
2019. Providers with a strong digital offering are likely to be
able to access this growing market segment, while others
stand to lose the market share rapidly. If the projected growth
for 2019 continues, AUM for individual investments in mutual
funds invested digitally is likely to cross `INR 1 trillion by 2021;
FDs booked through digital channels will exceed 50% of all
FDs booked by 2022; and 1 in every 2 retail investors will use a
digital platform to buy or sell equities by 2025.
The increasing adoption of such platforms will be enabled
by technology. Such platforms have a bespoke front end
with an aim to provide superior and personalised customer
experience to the user base. Further, these online platforms
would enable a highly scalable, reliable, and available service
delivery, which would necessitate a robust technology
infrastructure and architecture. These platforms would also
use analytics and ML (Machine learning) to optimise and
suggest options to customers to improve potential returns on
investment or meet their saving goals.
This means more access to investment products and
greater financial security, i.e., the retail investment

landscape is likely to become increasingly democratic on
the back of technology.
5G: Accelerating towards a smart society
The euphoria around 5G is increasing and there are many
good reasons to support excitement in the industry at the
imminent arrival of the technology. The buzz around 5G has
ensured that most industry and technology followers in the
past couple of years have got their gist on 5G. The three key
features of 5G are:

There are some interesting use cases of 5G that have
potential to transform the Indian society and boost the
Indian economy. For example, use cases related to smart
city and connected industry (which extends to smart
manufacturing) are the most widely adopted across the
globe. In 2018, 27% and 17% of the global IoT projects
focused on these two use cases, respectively. This indicates
the widespread acceptance of the importance of these
cases. Smart agriculture-oriented projects are 4% of the
total IoT projects across the globe; a large component of
these are from Asia Pacific where agriculture is a dominant
sector in many economies. Smart health is also a dominant
use case with widespread adoption#.

•

Enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) with enhanced
coverage, higher speed, and guaranteed quality of service

•

Ultra-reliable and low-latency communications (uRLLC)
providing a highly reliable and secure network

To read the complete report click here

•

Massive machine type communications (mMTC)
enabling increased connection density and low energy
consumption of devices

#New Research on 1,600 enterprise IoT projects: Upsurge in smart city and
connected building-related IoT projects, Jan 2018. Retrieved from https://
iot-analytics.com/global-overview-1600-enterprise-iot-projects/
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